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tried to overcome this deficiency for the Federal Republic of Gennany. This attempt 
was based on the assumption that the notion of long-standing partisan affiliation 
could usefully be applied to the German type of party system, possibly even to true 
multiparty systems. This crucial assumption and its implications have becn exten-
sively dealt with in another recent article (Falter and Rattinger, 1982), so there is no 
need to be redundant here. Instead, this contribution will focus on some funda-
mental methodological problems of normal vote analysis that have tobe confronted, 
no matter what type of party system the technique is applied to. 

First, we take a critical look at the effect coefficients introduced into normal vote 
analysis by Boyd (t9n). Then we turn to juxtaposing nonnal vote analysis and 
regression analysis and seek to show why nonnal vote analysis does not and cannot 
perform the type of quantitative decomposition of variance that regression analysis 
provides. We will present our argument in as general a form as possible, drawing on 
our own empirical research for the Federal Republic only occasionally for illustrative 
purposes. 

1. QUANTIFYING LONG-TERM AND SHORT-TERM D'PECTS 
IN NORMAL VO'm ANALYSIS 

The primary goal of normal vote analysis is to find out what makes actual vote shares 
depart from expected ones. Frequently, this comparison of expected and observed 
voting is performed graphically, which gives high intuitive pJausibility. While normal 
vote diagrams excellently serve illustrative purposes, they cannot quantitatively 
distinguish between long-tenn and short-term inßuences on voting. 

Boyd ( 1972) therefore proposed two measures„ L and S, to capture long-term and 
short-term factors respectively. We present bis fonnulae with a slight modification. 
Generally in the United States, fewer respondents intend to vote than offer a pany 
identification. Therefore, for each category of a given analytic variable, Boyd 
proceeded with two numbers of cases as weigbts: the number of respondents 
registering a voting intention, and the number of respondents which can be a.igned 
a party identification. This retains a higber number of c:ases but bas two dis-
advantages. The formulae for L and S become complicated, and long-tenn and 
short-term effects on the vote are computed for different subsamples. To avoid this, 
we propose to compute L and S only for those respoodents wbo repon both a party 
identification and a voting intention. If we have a variable with K classes of Di such 
respondents respectively, and if we denote the sum of all ni by N, the expected 
percentage of the vote in the i-th class as Ei, and the observed percentage of the vote 
in the i-th class as o,, then L and S are defined as follows: 
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Fig. l. Grapbical illustration of normal vote cocfficicnts. 

L and S can be illustrated in Figure 1 as representing a division of a ~ple into two 
categoriss. L is the weighted mean of the distances between Ei and E, and between 
E1 and ~. If we did not have tbe classification along the analytic variable, we would 
expect E for all N respondents. Due to different partisan affi.liations within tbese two 
classes~ however~ we expect Ei and Ez respectively, so the deviations of E1 and E2 
from E measure the contribution of party identification to the divergence of 
observed vote shares. 

S can_be explained as follows. As E and the weighted mean of observed vote 
shares, 0, are usually not identical, e~ed values are so transformed by the last 
expres.sion in the numerator of S that 0 and the weighted mcan of transformcd 
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expected values E 1' and Ei. which we denote by E '. are ~enLical. In other words. 
expected values are displaced into E~ and Ei by adding (0- E) to E1 and E2. The 
formula for S. thcn, represents the weighted mean ofthe distances between O, and 
E 1', and between 0 1 and Ei. These latter deviations arc interpreted as effects of the 
analytic variable which underlies the classifica!i<>n of the sample. Note that L and S 
exactly split the deviations of 01 and 02 from 0 into two components. 

Compared to their wide application, criticism of Boyd's coefficients has been 
sparse.' Re Pass ( 1976) complained only marginaJly that S lacks a ~standard base' for 
comparing the effects of different short-tenn factors on the vote within one sample. 
However, Page and Jones recently ( t 979) launched a full-scale attack on normal vote 
analysis which is mainly directed against L and S. Their critique seems to consist of 
two challenges. They assert, first, that there are no well-defined upper and lower 
boundaries for Land S. Second, they describe Boyd's decomposition of deviations of 
voting observed in the categories of a variable from the overall sample mean into a 
long~term and short-term component as arbitrary as well as imprecise. 

While we will elaborate later on the second accusation, we believe that the first onc 
can be refuted. Minima of Land S are obvious. ff voting expected due to party 
identification is equal acros.~ all categories of a variable. L is uro. lf observed equals 
expected voting across all categories. S is zero. 

Theoretical maxirna for Land S can also be given. U our analytic variable is a 
dichotomy with n1 and n2 equal, the upper boundary of L is 50, if E1 = 0 and 
E:? = 100, or vice versa. S, then, reaches its maxirnurn of 100 if sirnultaneously 
01 = 100 and 02 = O. or vice versa. lf n, and n2 are not identical, the theoretical 
maximum of L is defined by 200n,nJN 2, and the upper limit for S, as beforc. is 
double that for L. The factor 200 is due to the habit in nonnal vote analysis not to 
write percentages as decimals. If one would, e.g., write 40% as .4, this factor should 
be two, and Land S would range from 0 to .5, and from zero to one, respectively. 

If a variable has more tban two categories, maxima of L and S are reached if one 
lumps all categories together into two groups with Ni and N2 respondents respec-
tively, so that the absolute difference between N 1 and Nz is minimized. In the most 
extreme case, all categories in one group would have expected values of rero and 
observed values of 100, while in the second group the reverse would be the case. 
After such an aggregation of categories, tbe above boundaries for Land S hold again, 
if you replace n1 and n2 by N, and Nz. 

As the second point of Page and Jones' critique is not e'tplicit enough for a fonnal 
clarification, we restate it to represent our own considerations. First, Land S can give 
the impression that all variations of voting between response categories are 
accounted for by partisan affiliation and by the variable which underlies the claMifi-
cation. Second, the measurement of short-tenn influences on voting by S can be 
inaccurate. 

As to the first issue, we ~ave seen in Figure 1 that L and S arithm~tically split the 
distance between 0 and 0 into a first deviation between E' and 0 and a second 
between 0 and E'. This is mathematically correct, but can lead to tbe erroneous 
notion that observed voting has been fully accounted for. The fundamental logic of 
normal vote analysis, however, is not to explain deviations of observed vote sbares 
from their overall mean, but from the mean expected votc. Duc to party ide!!tification 
~e would, bad we no further information. expect the overall nonnal vote E. and not 
O! lf we know the distribution of partisanship within the response categories of a 
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variable, we no longer expect E, but Ei- the normal vote specific to the i-th category. 
In total, one thus has to explain_! weighted mean sum ofthe deviationsofO from E 
and of the deviations of E from E. This total we denote by T: 

K 

[ ßi(IOi - Eil+ \Ei - EI) 
i ... 1 

T = ----------N 

This definition of T underscores the two steps of normal vote analysis. Flrst, we 
explain by party identification that expected voting should vary between categories; 
then wc have to explain why observed and expected values fall apart. If, instead, one 
strives only to explain the deviations of observed voting from its overall mean, one 
neglects the discrepancy between mean expected and mean observed voting that 
might be called the 'election wind', and that is arithmetically eliminated in the 
fonnula for S. T!!e sum of L !.nd S is equal to the weighted absolute mean distance 
between 0 and 0, but if 0'4 E, it is smaller than T. The notion that an variation of 
observed voting is captured by Land S rests upon the choice of the wrong baseline. !f 
mea~ expected behaviour is accepted as the proper base. the difference between 0 
and E, tbe 'election wind', clearly remains as unexplained ~ either J>a!lisanship or 
any short-term variable. Only in the exceptional case with OequaJ to E do Land S 
exhaust the total variation T. 

So far we have assumed that Land S accurately measurc long-term and short-term 
effects. We now proceed to show that this is not necessarily so for S. There are two 
logically possible configurations of data. In the first case, observed vote shares in all 
categorj_es a!e either above or below expected vote shares. If this is so, shifting E into 
E' by 0- E always takes place toward~ observed vote shares, and there is no 
problem with computing S from the above fonnula. 

The second logicatly possible case is that observed vote shares across response 
categories sometimes are above and sometimes below expected voting. As an 
example, we have presented in Figure 2 FDP vote shares in the Gennan 1980 
election 2 for the item, 'Would you prefer someone eise to nm forOiancellorfor the 
CDU/CSU?'. For 'yes' respondents, observed FDP voting is above expected; in the 
'no' category expected is above observed. This pattem is more typical of nonnal vote 
diagrams than the first one. The overall mean deviation of observed from mean 
expected voting is T = 3.4. Land S, according to the above fonnulae, are .5 and 3.2 
respectively. i.e. the sum of Land Sexceeds T, defying ~I log!_c. 

The reason is not.fliffifult to detect. In order to have E = 0, expected values are 
shifted upwards by 0- E = 1.8 into E'. In the ~no· category E2 thus is shifted away 
from 02. In this category the distance between Ei and 0 2 is now entered into the 
computation of S. Out of this distance, the section E2 E does not have to be 
accounted for at all, since it is not a component of T. The section EE2 has already 
been explained by party identification and has entered into the computation of L. 
Therefore, S is obviously inftated if the data follow this kind of pattem. Under such 
circumstances S alone can exceed T! 

lf we want to correct this, we have !O re~ember that, on the one band, expected 
values should be transformed so that E = 0, but that on the other band, a transfor-
mation away from 0 leads to the undesirable consequences just described. One 
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FDP proportion of the vote 
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Fig. 2. Normal votc analysis - second configuration of data: WouJd you prcfcr someonc eise to run for 
ChanceHor fOI' the CDU/CSU? 

solution to this dilemma would be to retain E1 as Ei' in the 'no' cate~ry .!.. and to shift 
E, only in th~ 'yes' fateg<!_ry, appropriately stronger by the amount (0- E)N/n i. into 
E~', so that E" = E' = 0. As the above fonnula for S contains the standard shift of 
E into E' in its numerator, we propose a modified s• with E" defined as just 
described: 

K L IlilOi - Ei'I 
i „, 

S* =------N 

In ourexample, S = 3.2 isreplacedbyS* = 1.1. Ourmodificationof~yd_:sscan 
easily be generalized for more than two categories. Whenever adding (0-E) to E; 
would shift Ei away from Oi in at least one category. s• has tobe oomputed instead of 
S. In all those categories Ei' equals Ei; in all other cat~ries their joint number of 
cases is denoted by N \, and E 1' is defined as E, + (Ö- E)N/N •· We do not daim that 
our s• is the only conceivable modification to correct S. We do maintain~ however, 
that short-tenn inftuences are exaggerated whenever the data exhibit the pattem we 
just have analysed and conventional values of S are reported. 
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Before comparing normal vote analysis to regression analysis, we want to mention 
two more deficicncies of Land S. First, there arc no significance critcria available. 
Second, the idea of statistically controlling for third (short-tenn) variables has never 
been applied to the effect coefficients of normal vote analysis. 

While because of space constraints we cannot go into deriving significance bounds, 
we can fairly quickly demonstrate how S can be adapted to allow statistical controls 
for a second short-term variable. Let o,..i and EAi (Oa; and Ea;) bc observed and 
expected vote shares in the K (L) categories of a short-tenn variable A (B), and let 
subscripts ij denote numbers of cases and observed and expected voting in the KL 
categories of the cross-classification of A and B. Then, a partial S, SA.a. oontrolling 
the effect of 8, can be defined as follows (with E either E' or E", according to 
whether S or s• is tobe computed): 

In Table 1 this procedure is illustrated by CDU/CSU vote shares and the two 
short-term variables, 'competence to fight inftation' and 'preferred Chancellor', 
from the German 1980 election survey. For the former variable alone, wc get s• of 
4.5, for the latter variables• of 6.7, and fortheircross-classification s• is6.8-which 
strongly suggests collinearity. This impreaion is supported by the partial effect 

TA.BLE 1. COlllN"•• • .................. „ ... „ .... PE ,.(CDU/CSU .... „: Hf ... } 

Short-tenn Perceived competence to light inftation 
variable A 

SPD CDU/CSU 

0Ai 4.1 87.4 s• - 4 . .s 
EÄ; 8.1 82.2 
Oi 499 381 

Shon-term Preferred Chancellor 
variable B 

Schmidt Strauss 

Oej 8.0 98.2 s• - 6.7 
ES; 13.1 88.8 
n; S66 314 

Combined Schmidt Schmidt Strauss Strauu 
indcx AB +SPD +CDU/CSU +SPD +CDU/CSU 

O·· 2.1 41.9 91.J 98.4 s• • 6.8 Elf 7.3 48.0 63.6 89 . .S 
ßij 489 77 10 304 

Controlling for B 
l(Oi; - E(J) - (Oa; - Eil;)! .1 1.0 18.3 .4 Sl.a • .s 
Controlling for A 
l(Oi; - E(J) - (0Ai - EÄi)I J.2 11.3 31.7 3.8 Sl.A • 3.J 
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coefficients. 1 f we hold perceived competence to fight inflation constant. the partial S 
for Chancellor preference is 3.3. but if Chancellor preference is held constant, the 
partial S for competence to fight inftation drops to .5. Thus, wbile it obviously made a 
difference for voting in the German 1980 election whom voters wanted to see as 
Chancellor, the effects of attributions of competcnce to fight inftation are largely 
spurious. This finding is not at an new or surprising; what is new is that the effect 
coefficient of normal vote analysis can bc adjusted to produce such a finding. As this 
contribution is concerned with mcthod rather than with substance. wc will not 
elaborate on these results, but will proceed to a comparison between normal vote 
and regression analysis. 

2. NORMAL VOTE ANALYSIS AND REG~ION ANALYSIS 

There now remains a very fundamental question to be dealt with. ls it ~ible. by 
means of L and S, to compare Jong-tenn and short-term effects for one analytic 
variable, to compare those effects across different variables from one sample, or 
even from different samples? Normal vote analysis is a 'conservative· method in 
proceeding from the assumption that party identification is causalJy prior to most 
other determinants of voting behaviour. A similarly 'conservative • research strategy 
can be pursued by means of regression analysis - an extremely important difference 
being that, in normal vote analysis, the relationshipbetween party identification and 
voting is controlled as it became visible over a longer period. wherea._ regression 
analysis can only control this relationship for one point in time. 

In a normal vote analysis of the Gennan 1980 election we have performed the 
standard computations for many potential short-term inftuences on the vote. We 
have entered the same (over 100) variables in a second step into ordinary least 
squares regression models (using 1980 voting intention as the dependent variable) 
into which party identification bad been entered in the first step. While R 2 from the 
first step measures the percentagc of the total variance in voting accounted for by 
party identification, the increment of R 2 in each second step measures the reduction 
of unexplained voting variance due to each of the short-term variables. 

Without going into any substantive detail, we can say that the results from both 
techniques are similar in that both identify the same short-term variables as most 
important and that the direction of their relation with voting behaviour is the same. 
But, in comparing both methods, we face the problem that there is no obvious 
monotonous relationship between normal vote coefficients and the multiple 
coefficient of determination or its increments. Frequeotly we find tbat short-tenn 
variables. which in regression analysis lead to a strong increase in explained total 
variance, are associated with a lower S than other variables which are less potent as 
predictors in regression models. The well-koown quantification of explanatory 
power in regression analysis has oo manifest equivalent in normal vote analysis. 

The reason for this can be demonstratcd by perfonning a modified normal vote 
analysis based upon regression results. again using as an example the cross-
classification of preferred Chancellor against perceived competence to fight 
inflation. Regressing voting intention on party identification leads to a first 
prediction equation for Ec. voting behaviour expected on account of party attach-
rnents alone. Regressing voting intention on party identification and on the cross-
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classification of both short-term variables gives us a second prediction equation for 
E1.s, i.e. voting behaviour expected on account of party attachments, perceived 
competence to fight inftation, and preference for a Chancellor. Since for each of the 
four categories of the combined index we know mean voting intention and mean 
party identification, from these two equations we can derive two predictions of vote 
shares for each category, which can, tcgether with observed bchaviour, be entered 
into Figure 3, which looks very similar to a standard nonnal vote diagram. Although 
party identification here is only controlled for the one September 1980 survey, Figure 
3 is almost identical to the corresponding 'genuine' normal vote diagram. 

For Figure 3, we now contrast a slightly modified normal vote analysis to a 
regression-type decomposition of variance. In Figure 3 we have, apan from observed 
voting, two sets of cxpected values. In normal vote analysis, we can generally 
compute only expected voting due to party identification, which is one of the reasons 
why it yields results which cannot be directly translated into regression findinp. 
Accordingly ~ we have to redefine the normal vote coefficients somewhat. Tand L can 
be computed as before, with L again being the weighted mean of absolute differences 
between voting expected on account of party identification and overall mean 
expected voting. Hut since in regressioo analysis the global predicted and observed 
means are identicaJ, there is no need to correct for theirdifference~ so a modified S 
can simply be defined as the weighted mean of absolute differences between E1. and 
E,_„. The coefficients in Figure 3 have beeo computed accordingly. 

Regression analysis splits the total sum of squared deviations of observations from 
their mean into explained and unexplained proportions. For the respondents in 
Figure 3, the sum of squared deviations of voting intentions from mean voting is 
2022672. Out of this total variation around the granci mean, a sum of squares of 
17 44275 occurs between the four categories; the remainder reftects variation of voting 
intentions within groups around category means. We now further decompose the 
variation between categories, which we denote as SST: let SSL be the sum of squares 
explained by party identification, and Jet SSS be the variation explained by party 
identification and by the combined index. 

These different sums of squares receive a straightforward interpretation within a 
regression model where all voting intentions have-been set equal to their respective 
category means, so that there is no within-category variation, and SSf measures the 
total variation tobe explained. Then, obviously, SSL/SST measures the percentage 
of total variation explained by party identification, and is identical to conventional 
R 2• The proportion of väriatioo accounted for by pany affiliation and the combined 
index is, of course, SSS/SST, so that (SSS- SSL)/SSf is the increment of R 2 due to 
the introduction of the index into a stepwise regression - after first entering party 
identification - with voting intentions recoded as group means as the dependent 
variable. 

What is the use of running regressions and decomposing the variation for this 
variable, which is not the one we initially deat with in regrcssion, i.e. individual 
voting? The answer is that only for this redefined variable and only after modifying 
the normal vote coefficient S as above i.Cl it possible to construct some kind of fonnal 
relationship between the two methods. The same distances that go into the 
computation of T (L) also enter into the calcuJation of SST (SSL ), and the deviations 
entered in computing SSS for each case are a sum of the deviations from whidl Land 
S are calculated. But since SST ~ SSL, and SSS are computed as sums of squares, 
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Fig. 3. Normal vote diagram from regression analysis: Index combined from ·prefencd Chancellor' and 
'perceived competence to fight inftation'. 

whereas T ~ L. and S are defined as weighted mean absolute differences. it is 
impossible to derive exact equations linking the two sets of coefficients. Only in 
exceptional cases is a sum of squares equal to the square of the sum. But since here 
the same error similarly occurs both in numerators and denominators. it can be 
shown analytically that the following approximate equations hold: 

SSS (L+S)2 

SST = T 2 

SSS-SSL 
SST 
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With these expressions it is possible, from the kind of nonnal vote analysis 
presented in Figure 3, to approximate values of R2 for a hypothetical stepwise 
regrcssion of recoded voting intention on, first, party identification. and, second. any 
short-term variable, without actually running tbat regression. 

This clarifies the formal connection between normal vote analysis and regression 
analysis, but also confronts us with a dilemma. As soon as we retum to 'clauical' 
normal vote analysis in order to control the effects of partisanship as e:xhtbited over a 
longer period of time, we have only one set of expected values, and the approximate 
quantitative decomposition of variation by means of normal vote coefficients is no 
longer feasible. lf one, therefore, decides to forsake the longitudinal control of 
partisan effects in favour of controlling within only one survey, the approximate 
interpretation of L and S in variance decomposition tenns is available again, but- as 
has been done for Figure 3 - this same decomposition can be perfonned emctly by 
sums of squares alone. without ever thinking of nonnal vote analysis, or, for that 
matter, of actually running a regression with the recoded dependent variable. The 
decomposition of SST that rould be approximated by the modified normal vote 
coefficients, moreover, has nothing to do with decomposing the variation of 
individual voting intentions. but refers only to variation betwun response categories. 
Variation within groups is neglected. The only method for decomposing individual 
voting variation is (stepwise) regression analysis. As we cannot conceive of any 
modification of normal vote analysis that would take voting variation within response 
categories into account, we have to conclude that this technique cannot produce a 
quantitative separation of long-term and short-tenn inftuences on individual voting 
that could bc formally related to the established method of multiple regres.~ion. 

3. CONCLUSION 

'In reality, voting decisions involve a blend of (short-tenn and long-term) com-
ponents, and it is illuminating to be able to split them analytically. The normal vote 
concept enjoys a theoretical rationale and a sound operational base for this task. 
And, as is perhaps the true proof of the pudding, when put to use it leads to empirical 
findings of clear theoretical intelligibility' (Converse, 1966, 33). Quite a few authors 
have tasted from the normal vote pudding - and most have liked it. Our own 
conclusions are a little bit more skeptical. There can be no doubt that the nonnal vote 
technique graphically and analytically somehow manages to split short-tenn from 
long-term inftuences on the vote, and tbat it elegantly controls the relationship 
between voting and partisanship that has held over an extended period of time. We 
have also shown several objections to the normal vote coefficients to be unfounded. 

On the other hand, no statistical significance criteria are available for normal vote 
analysis. Conventionally computed effect coefficients can exaggerate the impact of 
short-term variables on voting behaviour. Also~ RePass's (1976) oomplaint about the 
lack of a 'standard base' for comparison could not be contradicted by efforts to 
establish a correspondence between normal vote analysis and familiar proredures for 
the decomposition of variance. This latter failure does not distract from the illus-
trative power of the normal vote technique. lts diagrams involve a lot of analytical 
and computational effort, yet their message is immediately apparent and intuitively 
p1ausible. If this is all one desires, why not put normal vote pudding on the menu? 

However ~ if the 'analytic split' referred to by Converse is to be quantitatively 
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accurate in variance decomposition tenns, and also is to be comparable across 
different variables and different surveys, the appetite will hardly be satisfied. We 
have shown that- with appropriate modifications-a fonnal approximation between 
normal vote analysis and decomposition of variance can be established. But this 
relationship holds only for the 4Wrong' depcndent variable; and even if one decides 
that one might take interest in this 'wrong' dependent variable~ its variation is more 
easily and precisely split into its components by procedures other than a modified 
normal vote technique. which. ironicalJy, can also only be applied after regressions 
for the original unrecoded voting intentions have been nm. Why. then. still insist on 
pudding for dessert? •Normal vote analysis ought to be abandoned for most 
purposes. The appropriate cross-tabulation or regression tecbniques are superior· 
(Achcn 1979, 354). For reasons very different from those expounded by Achen. we 
cannot but support this judgment. 

NOTES 
Achcn 's ( 1979) thorough critiquc of nonnal vote analysis is not directed against Boyd's cuefficients. but 
against the estimation of normal vote parameters hy meansof regression analysi!ö proposed by Converse 
( 1966). Normal votc parameters can also be esrimated. howcver, by averaging tumout and dcfection 
rates across a series of prior electioM. This has heen done by Miller (1979). and wc have adopled this 
idea for our own normal vote anaJysis of the Gcrman 1 IJHO clection (Falter and Rattingcr. 1983). To this 
type of estimates Achen 's challenges do not apply. 

2 Data come from the September wave of the 'Wahlstudie J9&r and have bcen madc available by the 
Central Archive for Empirical Social Research in C.ologne (Study no. 1053). 
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